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Abstract
Reinforcement  learning based on direct  search in policy
space requires  few assumptions  about the  environment.
Hence  it  is  applicable in certain  situations  where  most
traditional  reinforcement learning algorithms based on
dynamic  programming  are not,  especially  in  partially
observable, deterministic worlds. In realistic  settings,
however,  reliable  policy evaluations are complicated  by
numerous  sources of uncertainty,  such as stochasticity
in policy and environment. Given a limited  life-time,
how  much  time should a direct  policy  searcher  spend
on policy evaluations to obtain reliable  statistics?  De-
spite the fundamental  nature of this  question it  has not
received  much  attention  yet.  Our efficient  approach
based on the  success-story  algorithm (SSA)  is  radical
in  the sense that  it  never stops  evaluating any pre-
vious policy  modification except those it  undoes for
lack of empirical evidence that  they have contributed
to lifelong reward  accelerations. Here  we  identify  SSA’s
fundamental  advantages over traditional  direct  policy
search (such as stochastic  hill-climbing)  on problems
involving several  sources of stochasticity  and uncer-
taint),.
INTRODUCTION
In  this  paper  a  learner’s  modifiable  parameters  that
determine  its  behavior  are  called  its  policy.  An al-
gorithm  that  modifies  the  policy  is  called  a  learn-
ing  algorithm.  In  the  context  of  reinforcement  learn-
ing  (RL) there  are  two broad classes  of  learning  algo-
rithms:  (1)  methods based  on value  functions  (VFs),
and (2)  direct  search  in  policy  space.  VF-based algo-
rithms  learn  a  mapping from input-action  pairs  to  ex-
pected  discounted  future  reward and use  online  vari-
ants  of  dynamic  programming  (DP)  (Bellman  1961)
for  constructing  rewarding policies,  e.g.,  (Samuel 1959;
Sutton  1988;  Watkins & Dayan 1992;  Bertsekas  & Tsit-
siklis  1996). Their  convergence theorems (e.g.  (Watkins
& Dayan 1992)) typically  require  full  observability 
the  environment.  They are  not  designed  for  solving
RL  tasks  in realistic  environments that  require  to  learn
to  temporally  memorize certain  relevant  input  events
in  some sort  of  variable  short-term  memory. Although
general  VF-based  methods for  partially  observable  envi-
ronments  (POEs) do exist  (Kaelbling,  Littman,  & Cas-
sandra  1995;  Littman,  Cassandra,  & Kaelbling  1995;
Jaakkola,  Singh,  & Jordan  1995;  Cliff  & Ross  1994;
McCallum  1993;  Ring  1994;  Schmidhuber 1991;  Wiering
& Schmidhuber 1998),  they  are  limited  to  small  prob-
lems (Littman  1996) or  to  problems of  a  very particular
nature.
Direct  methods are  simpler  and less  limited  in  the
sense  that  they  do not  depend on  VFs at  all.  Their
policy  space consists  of  complete (possibly  probabilis-
tic)  algorithms defining  agent behaviors and they search
policy  space directly  (during  successive  trials)  without
making strong  (e.g.,  Markovian) assumptions  about  the
environment.  In  particular,  they  can be  used to  search
spaces  of  general  algorithms  or  programs with  time-
varying  variables.  Members of  this  algorithm  class
are  Levin  Search  (Levin  1973)  and  algorithms  that
build  new policy  candidates  from  some of  the  poli-
cies ("elitists")  with highest evaluations observed so far,
e.g.,  stochastic  hill-climbing  (SHC), genetic  algorithms
(GAs),  genetic  programming (GP)  (Cramer  1985), 
adaptive  Levin  Search  (Schmidhuber,  Zhao,  & Wiering
1997).  We  will  refer  to  such  methods as  elitist  algo-
rithms.  They are  of  interest  where DP-based RL algo-
rithms cannot be expected to  yield  good results  because
the  environmental  inputs  do not  satisfy  their  assump-
tions.  This motivates  our  paper’s  focus on direct  meth-
ods.
Uncertainty.  Policy  evaluation  by direct  (elitist)
methods is  straight-forward  in  simulated  environments
that  allow for  separating  the  search phase into  repeat-
able,  deterministic  trials  such that  each trial  with  a
given  policy  yields  the  same reward.  In  more realistic
situations,  however, sources  of  uncertainty  arise:  (1)
The policy  may  be stochastic,  i.e.,  the  learner’s  actions
are  selected  nondeterministically  according to  probabil-
ity  distributions  conditioned  on the  policy.  Stochastic
policies  are  widely used to  prevent learners  from getting
stuck.  Results  of  policy  evaluations,  however, will  then
vary  from trial  to  trial.  (2)  Environment and reward
may be  stochastic.  And even if  the  environment is  de-
terministic  it  may appear stochastic  from an individual
learner’s  perspective,  due to  partial  observability.
The problem.  Since  time  is  a  scarce  resource,  all
direct  methods face  a  central  question:  to  determine
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long run or  just  appears to  be (through  luck  in  the  cur-
rent  trial),  how much  time should  the  learner  spend on
its  evaluation?  How  many trials  with  a  given  policy
are  necessary to obtain  statistically  significant  results
without  wasting  too  much time?  Despite  the  funda-
mental nature  of  this  question  it  has not  received  much
attention  yet.
Basic  idea.  Our way of  addressing  this  problem
is  radical  in  a  certain  sense.  We  evaluate  a  previous
policy  change  at  any  stage  of  the  search  process  by
looking  at  the  entire  time  interval  that  has  gone by
since  the  change occurred  --  at  any  given  time  we aim
to  use all  the  available  empirical  data concerning long-
term  policy-dependent  rewards.  A change is  considered
"good"  as  long  as  the  average  reward  per  time  since
its  creation  exceeds the  corresponding ratios  for  previ-
ous  "good"  changes.  Changes that  eventually  turn  out
to  be  "bad"  get  undone by an  efficient  backtracking
scheme called  the  success-story  algorithm  (SSA).  SSA
always takes  into  account the  latest  information  avail-
able  about  long-term  effects  of  changes that  have ap-
peared  "good" so  far  ("bad"  changes,  however, are  not
considered again).  Effectively  SSA  adjusts  trial  lengths
retrospectively:  at  any given time,  trial  starts  are  de-
termined  by  the  occurrences  of  the  remaining  "good"
changes  representing  a  success  story.  The longer  the
time  interval  that  went by since  some "good" change,
the  more reliable  the  evaluation  of  its  true  long-term
benefits.  No test  of  a  "good" change ever  ends  unless
it  turns  out  to  be "bad" at  some point.
Outline.  The next  section  will  review SSA  in  detail.
Then we will  identify  SSA’s advantages  over stochastic
hill-climbing  (SHC) in  case  of  noisy  performance eval-
uations  --  here  SHC  will  represent  all  so-called  elitist
algorithms  that  do not  use  information  about  long-term
effects  of  policy  changes  and need a priori  knowledge
about  "good" trial  lengths.
SUCCESS-STORY  ALGORITHM  (SSA)
Here we will  review basic  principles  already  presented
in  previous  work (Schmidhuber,  Zhao,  & Schraudolph
1997;  Schmidhuber,  Zhao,  & Tiering  1997).  An agent
lives  in  environment  E from  time  0 to  unknown time
T. Life  is  one-way: even if  it  is  decomposable  into  nu-
merous consecutive  "learning  trials",  time will  never be
reset.  The agent  has  a  policy  POL  (a  set  of  modifi-
able  parameters)  and possibly  an internal  state  S (e.g.,
for  short-term  memory). Both  S and  POL  are  variable
dynamic data structures  influencing  probabilities  of  ac-
tions  to  be  executed  by the  agent.  Between time 0  and
T,  the  agent  repeats  the  following  cycle  over  and over
again (,4  denotes a  set  of  possible  actions):
REPEAT:  select  and execute some a  E .A with  condi-
tional  probability  P(a I  POL,  S). l
1 Instead of using the expression  policy for the conditional
probability distribution P itself  we  reserve it  for the agent’s
modifiable data structure  POL.
Action  a  will  consume time  and  may change  E,  S,
and  POL.
Learning  algorithms  (LAs).  Methods  that  mod-
ify  POL  are  called  learning  algorithms  (LAs).  Previ-
ous  work (Schmidhuber,  Zhao,  & Schraudolph  1997;
Schmidhuber,  Zhao,  & Tiering  1997)  included  LAs in
the  action  set  itself,  but here we will  focus on a simpler
case  where all  LAs  are  externally  triggered  procedures.
Checkpoints.  The entire  lifetime  of  the  agent  can
be partitioned  into  time intervals  separated  by special
times  called  checkpoints.  In  general,  checkpoints  are
computed dynamically during  the  agent’s  life  by certain
actions  in  .4  executed according  to  POL  itself  (Schmid-
huber,  Zhao, & Schraudolph 1997).  In  this  paper,  how-
ever,  all  checkpoints will  be set  in  advance. The agent’s
k-th  checkpoint  is  denoted  ck.  Checkpoints  obey the
following  rules:  (1)  Vk 0 Ck < T.  (2)Vj <k c j  < Ck.
(3)  Except for  the  first,  checkpoints  may  not  occur be-
fore  at  least  one  POL-modification  has  been computed
by some LA since  the  previous  checkpoint.
Sequences  of  POL-modifications  (SPMs).
SPMk  denotes  the  sequence  of  POL-modifications  com-
puted  by  LAs in  between  Ck and  Ck+l.  Since  LA ex-
ecution  probabilities  may depend  on  POL, POL may
influence  the way  it  modifies itself.
Reward and  goal.  Occasionally  E provides  real-
valued  reward.  The cumulative  reward  obtained  by
the  agent  between  time  0 and  time  t  > 0 is  denoted
R(t),  where R(0)  = 0.  Typically,  in  large  (partially
observable)  environments,  maximizing cumulative  ex-
pected  reinforcement  within  a  limited  life-time  would
be  too  ambitious  a  goal  for  any  method.  Instead  de-
signers  of  direct  policy  search methods are  content  with
methods that  can be expected to  find  better  and better
policies.  But  what does  "better"  mean in  our  context?
Our agent’s  obvious goal  at  checkpoint t  is  to  generate
POL-modifications accelerating  reward intake:  it  wants
to  let  R(T)-R(t)  exceed the  current  average speed of  re-
T--t
ward intake.  But to  determine  this  speed  it  needs  a
previous  point  t’  < t  to  compute R(t)-R(t’)  How  can t_t j ¯
t’  be  specified  in  a  general  yet  reasonable  way? Or,
to  rephrase  the  central  question  of  this  paper:  if  life
consists  of  many  successive  "trials"  with  nondetermin-
istic,  uncertain  outcomes,  how many trials  should  the
agent look back into  time to  evaluate  its  current  perfor-
mance? The success-story  algorithm  (to  be  introduced
next)  addresses  this  question.
Enforcing  success  stories.  Let  V denote  the
agent’s  time-varying  set  of  past  checkpoints  that  have
been followed  by long-term  reward accelerations.  Ini-
tially  V is  empty, vk denotes  the  k-th  element of  V in
ascending  order.  The success-story  criterion  (SSC) 
satisfied  at  time t  if  either  V is  empty  (trivial  case) 
if
R(t) - R(0)  R(t) -  R(vl)
< <
t-O t-v1
R(t)  -  R(v2) R(t)  -  R(vlvl)
< <...<
t  --  v2 t  --  vWI
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ginning of  a  long-term  reward acceleration  measured up
to  the  current  time t.  SSC  is  achieved by the  success-
story  algorithm  (SSA) which is  invoked at  every check-
point:
1.  WHILE  SSC is  not  satisfied:  Undo all  POL
modifications  made since  the  most recent  check-
point  in  V, and  remove that  checkpoint  from V.
2.  Add the  current  checkpoint  to  V.
"Undoing" a  modification  means restoring  the  pre-
ceding POL  --  this  requires  storing  past  values  of  POL
components on a  stack  prior  to  modification.  Thus each
POL  modification  that  survived  SSA is  part  of  a  bias
shift  generated  after  a  checkpoint  marking a  lifelong
reward  speed-up:  the  remaining  checkpoints  in  V and
the  remaining policy  modifications  represent  a  "success
story."
Trials  and  "effective"  trials.  All  checkpoints  in
V represent  starts  of  yet  unfinished  "effective"  trials
(as  opposed to  externally  defined  trials  with prewired
starts  and ends).  No  effective  trial  ever ends unless SSA
restores  the  policy to its  state  before the trial  started.
The older  some surviving  SPM,  the  more time  will  have
passed to  collect  statistics  concerning its  long-term con-
sequences, and the  more  stable  it  will  be if  it  is  indeed
useful  and not  just  there  by chance.
Metalearning?  An interesting  example of  long  tri-
als  is  provided  by metalearning  (learning  a  learning
algorithm  or  credit  assignment  algorithm).  For  in-
stance,  suppose  some "metalearning  action  sequence"
changes a  learner’s  credit  assignment strategy.  To eval-
uate  whether  the  change  is  good or  bad,  apparently
we need  something  like  a  "meta-trial"  encompassing
several  lower-level  "normal" trials  in  which instances
of  additional  policy  changes  produced by the  modified
learning  strategy  somehow  get  evaluated,  to  collect  evi-
dence concerning the  quality  of  the  learning  strategy  it-
self.  Due  to  their  very nature  such meta-trials  will  typ-
ically  consume  a  lot  of  time.  SSA, however, addresses
this  issue  in  a  very natural  and straight-forward  way.
There is  no explicit  difference  between trials  and meta-
trials.  But  new effective  trials  do get  opened within
previously  started,  yet unfinished  effective  trials.  What
does  this  mean? It  means that  earlier  SPMs  automat-
ically  get  evaluated  as  to  whether they  set  the  stage
for  later  "good" SPMs. For  instance,  SSA  will  eventu-
ally  discard  an  early  SPM  that  changed the  policy  in  a
way  that  increased  the  probability  of certain  later  SPMs
causing a  waste of  time on evaluations  of  useless  addi-
tional  policy  changes.  That is,  SSA  automatically  mea-
sures  (in  terms of  reward/time ratios  affected  by learn-
ing  and testing  processes)  the  impact of  early  learning
on  later  learning:  SSA prefers  SPMs  making  "good"
future  SPMs  more likely.  Given action  sets  that  allow
for  composition of  general  credit  assignment strategies
from simple LAs, SSA  will  prefer  probabilistic  learning
algorithms  leading  to  better  probabilistic  learning  al-
gorithms.  And it  will  end meta-trials  as  soon as  they
violate  the  constraints  imposed  by the  success-story  cri-
terion,  just  like  it  does with "normal" trials.
Implementing  SSA.  Using  efficient  stack-based
backtracking  methods one can  guarantee  (Schmidhuber,
Zhao,  & Wiering  1997;  Schmidhuber,  Zhao,  & Schrau-
dolph 1997) that  SSC  will  be satisfied  after  each check-
point,  even in  only partially  observable,  stochastic  en-
vironments.
PROBLEMS  OF  DIRECT  SEARCH  WITH
ELITIST  ALGORITHMS
Elitist  algorithms such as  stochastic  hill-climbing  (SHC)
and  genetic  algorithms  (GAs) test  policy  candidates
during  time-limited  trials,  then  build  new policy  can-
didates  from some of the  policies  (elitists)  with highest
evaluations  observed  so  far.  As mentioned  above,  the
advantage of  this  general  approach over traditional  RL
algorithms  is  that  few restrictions  need to  be  imposed
on the  nature  of  the  agent’s  interaction  with the  envi-
ronment. In  particular,  if  the  policy  allows for  actions
that  manipulate  the  content  of  some sort  of  short-term
memory  then  the  environment does  not  need to  be fully
observable --  in principle  elitist  approaches such as Ge-
netic  Programming (Cramer  1985)  or  adaptive  Levin
Search  (Schmidhuber,  Zhao,  & Wiering  1997)  can 
used for  searching  spaces  of  complex, event-memorizing
programs or  algorithms  as  opposed to  simple,  memory-
free,  reactive  mappings from inputs  to  actions.
In contrast  to  typical  trials  executed by elitist  meth-
ods,  an  SSA  trial  of  any previous  policy  modification
never  ends  unless  its  reward/time  ratio  drops  below
that  of  the  most recent  previously  started  (still  un-
finished)  effective  trial.  Here we will  go beyond pre-
vious  work (Schmidhuber,  Zhao,  & Schraudolph  1997;
Schmidhuber, Zhao,  & Wiering  1997) by clearly  demon-
strating  SSA’s benefits  under noisy  performance evalu-
ations.
Task.  We  tried  to  come up  with  the  simplest  task
sufficient  to  illustrate  the  drawbacks  of  standard elitist
algorithms  and  the  way SSA overcomes  them.  Hence,
instead  of  studying  tasks  that  require  to  learn  complex
programs  setting  and  resetting  memory contents  (as
mentioned  above,  such  complex  tasks  provide  a  main
motivation for  using direct  policy search),  we  use a  com-
paratively  simple  two-armed bandit  problem.
There  are  two  arms  A and  B.  Pulling  arm A will
yield  reward 1000 with  probability  0.01  and  reward -1
with probability  0.99.  Pulling  arm B will  yield  reward
1  with  probability  0.99  and  reward -1000  with  proba-
bility  0.01.  All  rewards are  delayed  by  5 pulls.  There
is  an agent  that  knows  neither  the  reward distributions
nor  the  delays.  Since this  paper’s  goal  is  to  study pol-
icy  search  under  uncertainty  we equip  the  agent  with
the  simplest  possible  policy  which consists  of  a  single
variable  p (0  ~ p < 1):  at  a  given time arm A is  chosen
with  probability  p,  otherwise  B is  chosen.  Modifying
the  policy  in  a very  limited,  SHC-like way (see  below)
and observing the  (long-term)  effects  is  the  only  way the
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improving the  policy.  Its  goal is  to  maximize  the  entire
reward obtained during  its  life-time  which is  limited  to
30,000  pulls.  The maximal cumulative  reward is  270300
(always  choose arm A),  the  minimum  is  -270300 (always
choose  arm B).  Random  arm selection  yields  expected
reward 0.  2
Obviously the  task  is  non-trivial,  because the  long-
term effects  of a  small change in p will be hard to detect,
and will require  significant  statistical  sampling.
It  is  besides  the  point  of  this  paper that  our  prior
knowledge of  the  problem suggests  a  more informed al-
ternative  approach such  as  "pull  arm A for  N trials,
then  arm B for  N trials,  then  commit to  the  best."
Even cleverer  optimizers  would pull  arms in  turn  until
one was statistically  significantly  better  than the other.
We  don’t  allow  this,  however:  we make the  task  hard
by requiring  the  agent to  learn  solely  from observations
of  outcomes of  limited,  SHC-like policy  mutations  (de-
tails  below).  After  all,  in  environments that  are  much
more complex and realistic  (but  less  analyzable)  than
ours this  often  is  the  only reasonable thing  to  do.
Stochastic  Hill-Climbing  (SHC).  SHC may 
the simplest elitist  algorithm using direct  search in pol-
icy  space.  It  should  be  mentioned,  however,  that  de-
spite  its  simplicity  SHC  often  outperforms  more com-
plex  elitist  methods  such  as  GAs (Juels  & Watten-
berg  1996).  Anyway, SHC and  more complex  elitist
algorithms  such  as  Genetic  Algorithms  and  Evolution
strategies  are  equally  affected  by the  central  question
of  this  paper:  how many trials  should  be spent  on the
evaluation  of  a given policy?
We implement  SHC  as  follows:  1.  Initialize  pol-
icy  p to  0.5,  and real-valued  variables  BestPolicy  and
BestResult  to  p  and  0,  respectively.  2.  If  there
have  been  more than  30000 -  TrialLength  pulls  then
exit  (TrialLength  is  an  integer  constant).  Otherwise
evaluate  p  by  measuring  the  average  reward  R ob-
tained  during  the  next  TrialLength  consecutive  pulls.
3.  If  BestResult  > R then  p  :=  BestPolicy,  else
BestPolicy  :=  p  and  BestResult  :=  R.  4.  Randomly
perturb  p  by adding  either  -0.1  or  +0.1  except  when
this  would lead outside  the  interval  [0,1].  Go to  2.
Problem.  Like  any  elitist  algorithm  SHC  faces  the
fundamental question  raised  in  section  2:  how long  to
evaluate  the  current  policy  to  obtain  statistically  sig-
nificant  results  without  wasting  too  much time?  To
examine  this  issue  we vary  TrialLength.  Our prior
knowledge of  the  problem  tells  us  that  TrialLength
2The  problem resembles another  two-armed  bandit  prob-
lem for  which there  is  an optimal method  due to  (Gittins
1989). Our unknown  reward delays,  however, prevent  this
method  from being applicable --  it  cannot discover that  the
current  reward does not depend on the  current  input but on
an event in  the past.  In addition,  Gittins’  method  needs to
discount future  rewards relative  to immediate  rewards. Any-
way, this  footnote is  besides the point of this  paper whose
focus is  on direct  policy search --  Gittin’s  method  is  not a
direct one.
should exceed 5 to  handle the  5-step  reward delays.  But
due to  the  stochasticity  of  the  rewards,  much larger
TrialLengths  are  required  for  reliable  evaluations  of
some policy’s  "true"  performance.  Of course,  the  dis-
advantage of  long trials  is  the  resulting  small number  of
possible  training  exemplars and policy  changes (learn-
ing  steps)  to  be  executed during  the  limited  life  which
lasts  just  30,000 steps.
Comparison  1.  We compare  SHC to  a  combination
of  SSA and SHC, which we implement just  like  SHC  ex-
cept  that  there  is  a  checkpoint (SSA-call --  see section
2)  every  TrialLength  pulls.
Comparison 2.  To illustrate  potential  benefits  of
policies  that  influence  the  way they  learn  we also  com-
pare  to  SSA  applied  to  a  "self-modifying  policy"  (SMP)
with  two modifiable  parameters:  p  (with  same meaning
as  above) and "learning  rate"  8 (initially  0).  After each
checkpoint,  p is  replaced  by p + di,  then  ~ is  replaced
by 2 * df (in  this  sense SMP  itself  influences  the  way  it
changes).  If  ~f = 0 then  it  will  be randomly set  to  ei-
ther  0.1  or  -0.1.  If  5 > 0.5  (~f  < -0.5)  then it  will 
replaced  by 0.5  (-0.5).  If  p > 1 (p  < 0)  then it  will 
set  to  1 (0).  One  apparent  danger with this  approach 
that  accelerating  the  learning  rate  may result  in  unsta-
ble  behavior.  We  will  see,  however, that  SSA  prevents
this  from happening by eventually  undoing those  learn-
ing rate  modifications  that  are  not followed by reliable
long-term  performance  improvement.
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Figure  1:  Total  cumulative  reinforcement  (averaged
over  100  trials)  obtained  by  SHC (bottom),  SSA/SHC
(middle),  SSA/SMP  (top)  for  varying  trial  lengths.
Results.  For all  three  methods Figure  1 plots  life-
long cumulative  reward (mean of  100 independent  runs)
agalnst  TriaiLength  varying  from 10 to  600 pulls  with
a  step  size  of  10 pulls.  For most values of  TrialLength,
SHC  completely  fails  to  realize  the  long-term  benefits
of  choosing  arm A.  SSA/SHC,  however,  always  yields
satisfactory  results  because it  does  not  care  whether
TrialLength  is  much  too  short  to  obtain  statistically
significant  policy  evaluations.  Instead it  retrospectively
readjusts  the "effective"  trial  starts:  at  any given check-
point,  each  previous  checkpoint  in  V marks the  begin
of  a  new trial  lasting  up to  the  current  checkpoint.
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acceleration.  The  corresponding  policy  modifications
gain  more  and  more  empirical  justification  as  they  keep
surviving  successive  SSA  calls,  thus  becoming  more  and
more  stable.
Still,  SSA/SHC’s  performance  slowly  declines  with
increasing  TrialLength  since  this  implies  less  possi-
ble  policy  changes  due to  limited  life-time.  SSA/SMP
(comparison 2),  however, does not  much  suffer  from this
problem since  it  boldly  increases  the  learning  rate  as
long as  this  is  empirically  observed to  accelerate  long-
term  reward  intake.  As soon as  this  is  not  the  case
any longer,  however, SSA  prevents  further  learning  rate
accelerations,  thus  avoiding  unstable  behavior.  This
primitive  type  of  learning  algorithm  self-modification
outperforms  SSA/SHC.
Trials  shorter  than  delays.  We also  tested  the
particularly  interesting  case  TrialLength  < 5.  Here
SHC  and  other  elitist  methods fail  completely  because
the  policy  tested  during  the  current  trial  has  nothing
to  do with  the  test  outcome (due  to  the  delays).  The
SSA/SHC  combination,  however,  still  manages to  col-
lect  cumulative  performance  of  around  150,000.  Un-
like  with  SHC  (and other  elitist  methods) there  is 
need for  a priori  knowledge  about "good" trial  lengths,
because SSA  retrospectively  adjusts  the  effective  trial
sizes.
A complex  partially  observable  environment.
This  paper’s  focus  is  on clarifying  SSA’s advantages
over traditional  policy  search  in  the  simplest  possible
setting.  It  should  be  mentioned,  however,  that  there
have been  much more challenging  SSA applications  in
partially  observable  environments,  which represent  a
major motivation  of  direct  methods because  most tra-
ditional  RL methods are  not  applicable  here.  For  in-
stance,  (Schmidhuber,  Zhao,  & Schraudolph  1997)  de-
scribe  two agents A and B living  in  a  partially  observ-
able  600 x 500 pixel  environment with  obstacles.  They
learn  to  solve  a  complex task  that  could not  be  solved
by various  TD(A) Q-learning  variants  (Lin  1993). 
task  requires  (1)  agent  A to  find  and take  a  key "key
A";  (2)  agent  A go  to  a  door  "door  A" and  open 
for  agent  B;  (3)  agent  B to  enter  through  "door  A",
find  and take  another  key "key B";  (4)  agent  B to 
to  another  door  "door  B" to  open it  (to  free  the  way
to  the  goal);  (5)  one of  the  agents  to  reach  the  goal.
Both agents  share  the  same design.  Each is  equipped
with limited  "active"  sight:  by executing  certain  in-
structions,  it  can sense obstacles,  its  own  key, the  cor-
responding  door,  or  the  goal,  within  up to  50 pixels
in  front  of  it.  The agent  can also  move  forward,  turn
around, turn  relative  to its  key or  its  door or the  goal.
It  can  use  short-term  memory to  disambiguate  inputs
(unlike  Jaakkola et  al.’s  method  (1995),  ours is  not lim-
ited  to  finding  suboptimal stochastic  policies  for  POEs
with  an optimal  solution).  Reward is  provided  only if
one of  the  agents touches the  goal.  This agent’s  reward
is  5.0;  the  other’s  is  3.0  (for  its  cooperation  --  note
that  asymmetric  reward  introduces  competition).  Due
to  the  complexity of  the  task,  in  the  beginning the  goal
is  found only every  300,000 basic  cycles  (but  no prior
information about good initial  trial  lengths  is  given to
the  system).  Through self-modifications  and SSA, how-
ever,  within 130,000  trials  (109 basic cycles)  the average
trial  length  decreases  by a factor  of  60 (mean of  4 sim-
ulations).  Both agents  learn  to  cooperate  to  accelerate
reward intake,  by retrospectively  adjusting  their  effec-
tive  trial  lengths  using SSA.
While this  previous  experimental  research  has  al-
ready  demonstrated  SSA’s applicability  to  large-scale
partially  observable  environments,  a  study  of  why it
performs  well  has  been lacking.  In  particular,  unlike
the  present  work,  (Schmidhuber,  Zhao,  & Schraudolph
1997)  did  not  identify  SSA’s fundamental  advantages
over alternative  direct  search methods.
CONCLUSION
Stochastic  policy  evaluation  by the  success-story  al-
gorithm  (SSA) differs  from traditional  direct  policy
search.  SSA  never  quits  evaluating  any  previous  pol-
icy  change  that  has  not  yet  been  undone for  lack  of
empirical  evidence  that  it  has  contributed  to  a  life-
long  reward acceleration.  Each invocation  of  SSA  ret-
rospectively  establishes  a  success  history  of  surviving
self-modifications:  only  policy  changes that  have em-
pirically  proven their  long-term  usefulness  so  far  get
another  chance to  justify  themselves.  This  stabilizes
the  "truly  useful"  policy  changes in  the  long run.
One way of  viewing  SSA in  an  economy-inspired
framework is  this:  the  current  "credit"  of  a  policy
change equals  the  reward since  its  creation  divided  by
the  time  since  its  creation.  A policy  change gets  un-
done as  soon as  its  credit  falls  below the  credit  of  the
most recent  change that  has  not  been undone yet.  Af-
ter  any given  SSA  call  the  yet  undone changes reflect  a
success-story  of long-term credit  increases.
Unlike  most  traditional  VF-based RL methods,  SSA
is  not limited  to  Markovian  settings,  and does not  re-
quire  discounting  of  future  rewards.  It  shares  these
advantages  with traditional  direct  policy  search  algo-
rithms.  Unlike stochastic  hill-climbing  and other  direct
search  methods such  as  genetic  algorithms,  however,
SSA does  not  heavily  depend  on a  priori  knowledge
about reasonable  trial  lengths  necessary to  collect  suf-
ficient  statistics  for  estimating the true values of tested
policies.
On the  other  hand,  many elitist  methods can  be aug-
mented by SSA  in  a  straight-forward  way. In  this  sense
SSA’s basic  concepts  are  not algorithm-specific  --  in-
stead they reflect  a  novel, general  way  of  thinking  about
how "true"  performance should  be  measured in  RL sys-
tems using direct  search in  policy  space.
Finally,  since  SSA  automatically  collects  statistics
about  long-term  effects  of  earlier  policy  changes  on
later  ones, it  is  of interest  for improving  the  credit  as-
signment  method itself  (Schmidhuber,  Zhao,  & Schrau-
dolph  1997;  Schmidhuber,  Zhao,  & Wiering  1997).
123Although  the  present  paper’s  SSA application  is
much less  complex than  our  previous  ones,  it  is  the
first  to  provide  insight  into  SSA’s fundamental advan-
tages  over traditional  direct  search  methods in  case  of
uncertain  policy  evaluations.
Future  work,  however,  should  indeed  focus  on com-
plex  tasks.  After  all,  it  is  RL’s potential  for  solving
difficult  problems (Tesauro 1994; Crites  & Barto  1996;
Moriarty & Langley 1998) that  make RL  so  interesting.
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